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Summary

� Introduction

� What is GDB ? 

� What can GDB do ?

� How GDB could have been useful for this course
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Introduction

� Every program in C is compiled using GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) 

� For microcontrollers: generate a hexadecimal source file (hex file) 

� Debugging information can be generated as well in a separate file 
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avr-gcc –g -> Generate debugging information 
avr-gcc –g0 -> Generate no debugging information
avr-gcc –g1 -> Generate minimal debug information 
avr-gcc –g3 -> Generate maximal debug information

This information is stored in an Executable Linkable Format: elf file 
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What is GNU De-Bugger (GDB)?

� Program that allows to view the source code as it executes 
� Make your program stop under specified conditions

� Examine why your program crashed 

� Change values in your program 

� More flexible than the usual IDE
� IDE Debuggers are based on gdb with a restrained instruction list

� Support community 
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What can GDB do ? 

� Gives all the possible information regarding your system at any time

� Allows you to see everything your microcontroller sees 

� Control the execution of your program
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Basic instructions

� list linenumber: prints out the 10 lines around the line number specified

� step: executes one instruction at a time 

� next: executes one line at a time

� until linenumber: executes the program until a specified line number

� print expression: prints a value, could be a variable

� info register: prints the value of a specific register

� backtrace: view the call frame 
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Conditional interruptions 

� break instruction: sets a breakpoint in the program, could be for a line, when a function is 
called, can be associated with a condition 

� watch expression: sets a watchpoint, program stops when the expression is called or 
changed, can be associated with a condition
� Example: watch variable>10 
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How it could be useful ? 

� When the code is not running as expected, track line per line what is happening
� Catch every change of values of your flags and analyze the behavior of the system

� Check the register values to see if data was read by the ADC, SPI, TWI

� See the changes in PORTA and PORTB when it’s being initialized differently for a peripheral 

� Find the line that makes your program crash 
� Debug traps can give information on the type of error 

� View register values to analyze the behavior of your peripherals 
� Example: if a button is seen as pushed 
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Bibliography and useful links

� http://winavr.sourceforge.net/AVR-GDB_and_AVaRICE_Guide.pdf

� http://luniks.net/avr-debug.jsp

� https://sourceware.org/gdb/current/onlinedocs/gdb/

� https://web.eecs.umich.edu/~sugih/pointers/summary.html

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQ0ONbt-qPs&t=200s

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCtY--xRUyI&t=1s
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Thank you for listening !
Merci pour votre attention !
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